TCI® Diablo Blackout Shifter™ Versatile, Available In Black
Ashland, MS – Now available in a sleek black finish, the TCI® Diablo Blackout Shifter™ is a lightweight street rod/race
component that includes everything needed for installation.
The patent-pending Diablo Shifter from TCI® remains the most versatile shifter on the market, but now it is available in
black to correspond with dark interiors. The fully configurable design allows the customer set up the shifter with either a
front- or rear-cable exit. It can also be configured with either a forward or reverse shift pattern for a two-, three- or fourspeed transmission. There is no longer a need to buy and replace parts if you are changing shift order/configuration, or
changing transmissions entirely. When upgraded to the two-button version, the shifter can be also customized to control
nitrous, transbrake or shifting.
The shifter housing is made from an aluminum extrusion. Everything needed for installation is included in the box,
including the shifter (configurable for any Ford, GM or Chrysler application), high-quality shift cable, transmission-mount
cable brackets and neutral safety and reverse-light switches. The shifter is also available without a housing for consolemount applications.

Quick Facts
Product: TCI® Diablo Blackout Shifter™
Part Number: #620001BL (w/cover); #620002BL
(w/cover & buttons); #620003BL (w/o cover) #620004BL
(w/o cover, includes buttons)
Street Price: $369.99 (#620001BL); $424.99
(#620002BL); $324.99 (#620003BL); $344.99
(#640004BL)
Social Media Pitch: The TCI® Diablo Blackout Shifter™
is fully configurable & includes everything needed for
installation in any application

About TCI®

Features & Benefits:
 Front- or rear- cable exit configurability
 Can be used on 2-, 3- or 4-speed transmissions w/
forward or reverse shift pattern
 Everything needed for installation on common Ford,
GM & Chrysler transmissions
 Two-button option for nitrous, transbrake or shifting

When TCI® opened its doors in 1968, it was a modest operation dedicated to delivering high performance transmission-related parts to
a small group of drag racers. From those humble beginnings in Memphis, TN, TCI® has grown to be one of the largest and most
technologically advanced manufacturers of high performance aftermarket drivetrain products. Now located in Ashland, MS, some 45
miles from parent company the COMP Performance Group™, TCI ® continues to set trends and expand its line of quality transmission,
torque converter and accessory parts. For more information about TCI® and its products, visit us online at www.tciauto.com, or call us
at 1.888.776.9824. Also follow us on Facebook at facebook.com/TCIAuto or Twitter at twitter.com/TCIAuto, or visit our YouTube
channel at CPGNationTV.com.
Media Contact: Dan Hodgdon, dhodgdon@compcams.com, 901.795.2400 ext. 1237.

